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Research & Development
World-class Research & Development can propel your business, your vision, your bottom line.
Joshua Tree Technologies is an agile, highly experienced team with a stellar reputation and
proven record in product development.
With hundreds of years combined experience spanning many technical disciplines, the JTT
team of experts know how to create innovative solutions and game-changing products. And,
the JTT team really is a team.
JTT is the elite and complete consulting partner ready to be your product development
resource, or to augment the team you have.

















Capabilities
Digital and analog electronics
PCB design
Embedded design and firmware
Mechanical design
Software design
Industrial and graphic design
Broad Industry Background
Consumer electronics
Audio
Energy
Mining
Aerospace
Information security and
secure comms
And more...
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Engineering & Production Services
Design Support
For best-in-class product development, waiting weeks
for prototypes is not an option. This is why JTT
provides engineering services for rapid prototyping,
including:





Machining capabilities
3D printing
PCB assembly
Prototype assembly and test

Agency Approvals
JTT can help you navigate agency approvals, or simply
handle them for you—including any needed design
changes. UL, CSA, FCC, CE, and more.
QC Support
With a wealth of engineering and QC experience, JTT
offers 3rd-party testing and evaluation services to
verify production and design quality:




AQL testing to monitor on-going production
Functional testing for new product designs
Other test programs to meet client’s needs

Tech Pubs
Your customer’s perception of your product is only as
good as your supporting technical publications. Let
the JTT team create attractive and accurate media
and documents to complement both your product
and your brand:





Owner’s Manuals, catalogs, brochures, etc.
Service Manuals
CAD & Technical Drawings
Trade Show Posters, etc.
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CEM / Micro-Production Capabilities
These days, everyone “knows” that production is something you do overseas. Overseas production may be the right answer for high quantities, when low price matters more than quality, IP
security, and communications.
But, for low to medium volumes, JTT Contract Electronic Manufacturing (CEM) services are very
hard to beat:






Highly competitive rates, especially for low volume production, backed by the expertise and
experience of JTT engineers
Low-volume/high-mix products
Black-box production, or built with your parts
Complete products, PCBs, or other sub-assemblies
JTT is perfect for:





Low volume production
Prototype and pilot runs
Product launch quantities and production ramp-ups
PCBs that do not lend themselves to automated assembly
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R&D Management Consulting
With decades of experience in successful R&D management, JTT provides R&D
management consulting to help seamlessly integrate your R&D operation with the
rest of your organization.
JTT can help resolve your R&D frustrations:

Why are our projects always late?
How can we know when they will be done?
How can we instill accountability in our team?
How can we objectively measure performance?

With their technical complexities and the “known unknowns,” R&D projects are poor fits for
most project management techniques. This issue has many root causes, including:



Seasoned project managers often don’t understand technical details. Why would they?
Tech professionals often don’t have management/planning skills. Why would they?

Today, almost every industry needs fast, predictable product development. World-class R&D is a
prerequisite for world-class business outcomes, and the alternative is often extinction.
JTT’s unique R&D management concepts and methods have been innovated and fine-tuned over
many hundreds of projects in different industries, and in companies both small and large. The
truth is:

Research & Development
CAN be predictable

“It was a pleasure working with Dale Curtis (at JTT) on our R&D process improvement project. His
experience with many different companies and managing many teams was very useful. We will
continue to use Dale and his talents as we grow our business.”
Spencer Loveless, VPO
Dustless Technologies / Love-Less Ash
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Who is

?

Joshua Tree Technologies LLC was created to be your ideal R&D and technology
partner.
At our core is an elite team of R&D professionals. Innovative, experienced, and
respected, these engineers and designers develop the kinds of products that disrupt
industries, capture market share, and elevate brand prestige.
Complementing and accelerating our core team are JTT’s support teams: Prototype
Services, CEM / Micro-Production, and Tech Publications. These teams delight in
exceeding the expectations of our customers.
JTT also provides R&D management consulting and training. We help clients dramatically improve predictability, efficiency and team accountability. We work with your
team to help eliminate recurring frustrations, and to (finally) integrate your R&D
operations smoothly into the rest of your company.
JTT is ready to be your complete and elite R&D and technology team, or to supercharge the team you already have.
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